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W471 4” Outlast Toddler Platform
W472 8” Outlast Toddler Platform
W473 12” Outlast Toddler Platform
Recommended Use
Use Toddler platforms to create a
safe large muscle challenge for
children developing their walking
and climbing capabilities. Combine
platforms into a climber or
staircase.
These platforms are sturdy and
portable, and may be used on a
level non-abrasive surface.
For ages 9-36 months
WARNING
cc This product is intended for use by children of
immature judgment and therefore adult
supervision is required at all times.
ccThe Toddler Platforms are part of an open-ended
large muscle play system. Children can place this
product in combination with other objects to
create an injury hazard.
ccPlatforms should not be stacked on top of each
other
ccCaregivers are responsible that platforms and
beams are configured to support ageappropriate challenge.
ccTo prevent injury, position platforms without
gaps between them.
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ccFall hazard, do not use as stepping forms
ccPlatforms should not be used on their sides.
ccPrevent injury. Maintain a clear use zone of at
least 36” around product.

Maintenance
Acetylated wood weathers a natural silver-gray if left
untreated, outdoors. If you prefer the original look,
scrub with a bleach or detergent solution. When dry,
apply a tinted, nontoxic penetrating stain, then apply a
nontoxic mildewcide to minimize mildew growth.
Periodically inspect for splinters, broken or loose parts,
and/or malfunctions. Remove from service when any
condition develops that might make operation unsafe.

Cleaning
Mud and dirt can be removed with scrub brush and
water. Over time in outdoor settings surface may
blacken with mildew. A bleach solution or safe
detergent can be used to remove blackness.

Construction
The wooden components are manufactured from
long lasting acetylated wood and finished with a
tinted nontoxic stain. All edges and corners are
rounded for safety and ease of cleaning.
Stainless steel hardware is used throughout and
plastic components are formulated to ensure long life
in outdoor environments.

User Modifications
We are not responsible for modifications made by
customers to our products in the field, without our
supervision, testing or evaluation.

Ordering Parts
To order replacement parts, contact Customer
Service with a description of the part(s) needed and
the ID code from the product.
Use only replacement parts supplied by
Community Playthings.

